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Abstract
The last years, calls surged for a transformation research, which addresses the increasing global environmental and social challenges and supports transformations towards sustainability. As transformation research developed rapidly in relation to various societal domains and established research
strands, there is currently a need for self-reflection with regard to empirical and theoretical concepts,
foci and frameworks. Especially the far-reaching ambitions of transformation research, namely to contribute actively to societal change processes towards sustainability, are controversially debated and
need a critical reflection of research approaches and methods.

This working paper contributes to the ongoing discussion about transformation research. We argue
that transformation research is not (yet) an established research field, but an emerging research perspective that joins together different research streams focusing on societal change towards sustainability. We analyse the goals, contents, results and research approaches of this perspective as well as its
social science methods. A specific focus of this paper is on the description and analysis of suitable
methods for transformation research. We analyse social-science methods with regard to their contributions to the goals, results and research foci of transformation research as well as their use in descriptive-analytical and transformative research approaches.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, ‘transformation research’ has gained increasing attention as a lens to study and scientifically support societal change with the goal to contribute to effective, equitable and durable solutions to some of today’s most urgent problems (WBGU 2011, Haum and Pilardeaux 2014, O’Riordan
and Le Quére 2013, Future Earth 2014, Patterson et al. 2015). In light of converging and persistent social, ecological and economic problems and crises, numerous actors in political and scientific discourses in Germany, Europe and worldwide advocate fundamental societal change as indispensable
for moving towards sustainability (IPCC 2014, UNEP 2012, WBGU 2011, Steffens et al. 2015). A sustainability transformation involves structural and paradigmatic changes in societies – including cultures, values, technologies, production, consumption, infrastructures and politics (Grießhammer and
Brohmann 2015, Loorbach 2014). It is described as a societal searching and learning process; such a
process includes a diversity of actors from different societal spheres (government, market, civil society), who jointly learn about existing challenges and their root causes, explore social, technical and institutional innovations and change their behaviours (Hoffmann et al. 2007). Transformation research
is ascribed a central role in structuring and facilitating societal learning processes (Haum and Pilardeaux 2014). For example, the German Advisory Council on Global Change (WBGU) recommends to
establish transformation research as “a new scientific discipline, […] which specifically addresses the future challenges of transformation realisation” (WBGU 2011: 22).

The rapid development of transformation research in the past years left little room for self-reflection
on empirical and theoretical foci, frameworks and suitable research methods as well as on how these
(can) relate to the goals and results of transformation research. It is particularly difficult to more precisely grasp transformation research because it joins many societal issues (e.g. economy, consumption,
mobility, energy) as well as a variety of research strands that are (partially) concerned with the exploration and navigation of fundamental structural change processes towards sustainability. These include, for example, sustainability science (Kates et al. 2001, Miller et al. 2014, Wiek et al. 2012), transition studies (Markard et al. 2012, Grin et al. 2010, Loorbach et al. 2015), resilience research (Folke et
al. 2010, Olsson et al. 2014) and social innovation (Franz et al. 2012, Westley et al. 2013) as well as individual publications from sociology, political science, future studies and psychology (Haum and Pilardeaux 2014, Heyen and Brohmann 2017, Patterson et al. 2015). Transformation research is emerging as conceptual glue between these strands. However, integrating the different bodies of knowledge,
requires to make the different conceptual entry points explicit.

Particularly, it must be made explicit what the contribution of transformation research actually is in
light of its explicit orientation towards contributing to societal change. The implied new role for research and science is fervently debated. Proponents of such a role for transformation research – such
as research funding and research policy institutions and think tanks – highlight the need for
knowledge that is oriented towards understanding and addressing societal problems hindering sustainability. Research can, for example, generate a better understanding of (historical) societal change
processes, develop innovative solutions and engage with stakeholders in the co-design and co-production of solutions-oriented knowledge by building on transdisciplinary and transformative research approaches (Grunwald 2015, Schneidewind 2015b, Rohe 2015, von Wissel 2015, Ober and Paulick-Thiel
2015). Main criticisms include the implied dedifferentiation between society and research that
threaten to reduce both the autonomy of research and democratic principles, the underlying normativity of transformation research and the emphasis of actionable over conceptual knowledge (Stock
2014, Strohschneider 2014).

This paper, which synthesises a more elaborate report (Wittmayer and Hölscher 2017), aims to contribute to the debate about transformation research as an emerging research field with a focus on suitable social science methods. We develop a working definition of transformation research as a research
perspective, its goals and results (section 2.1), research approaches and quality criteria (section 2.2)
4
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and research foci (section 2.3). In particular, we provide an overview of social science methods that
are applied in transformation research projects (section 3.1) and analyse their contribution to the
goals, research foci and intended results of transformation research as well as their relationship to the
research approaches (section 3.2). Research methods play a central role in knowledge production processes. The complexity of the empirical unsustainability challenges and problems addressed by transformation research as well as the ambition to develop concrete solutions demand a critical reflection
about methods and how these support a sound and solution-oriented research and societal learning.
The analysis of methods helps to relate the largely theoretical debates to the actual research practice.
This enables to discuss the specific contribution of methods and to identify needs and gaps in the way
methods are applied in transformation research practice (section 4). In our conclusion, we identify
overarching discussion points to further advance transformation research (section 5).

This paper was developed in the context of a study for the German Environmental Agency with the objective to structure the debates about transformation research and to gain an overview of suitable social science methods (Wittmayer and Hölscher 2017). To this end, we did a literature analysis of German publications focusing on transformation research or transformative research and of English publication of scientific strands focusing on researching and addressing fundamental societal change processes towards sustainability (namely transition research, social-ecological or sustainability research,
social innovation research and resilience research). We complemented this literature review with four
expert interviews and an international expert workshop held in Berlin in June 2016. Specifically for
the overview of social science methods and their applications, we analysed five German and five European research projects related to sustainability transformations in depth 1. We identified relevant projects by screening diverse project data bases (German: FONA, Ufordat; Dutch: NWO, Narcis) and selecting European research projects funded under FP 6 and FP 7. We selected the projects based on the following criteria: relation to transformation, transition, sustainability (necessary condition) and to social innovation, mainstreaming, niche (optional condition). In addition, we sought to ensure a diversity
of methods, research institutes and topics across the projects, and selected projects that started after
January 1, 2010, and provided sufficient information for our research.

2 Introducing transformation research as a research perspective

A research field can be delineated by its focus on a specific cognitive problem and by a basic consensus
on how to analytically approach this problem (Cole 1983, cf. Markard et al. 2012). In this section, we
introduce transformation research as a joint research perspective to study complex and pervasive societal problems and to search and support long-term and fundamental societal change processes and
dynamics towards sustainability (WBGU 2011). As such, transformation research does not (yet) constitute a closed research field, but rather brings together insights, frameworks and approaches from a
diversity of research strands (Patterson et al. 2015, Haum and Pilardeaux 2014, Heyen and Brohmann
2017).
Based on our literature review we derived the following definition of transformation research, which
describes the research perspective in all these research strands (working definition):
Transformation research studies and supports fundamental change processes of societal
systems towards sustainability from a scientific perspective. These research goals require
both descriptive-analytical as well as transformative research approaches, which yield

1

This selection included the following 10 projects: ARTS (Accelerating and Rescaling Transitions); CASI (Public Participation
in Developing a Common Framework for Assessment and Management of Sustainable Innovation); InContext (Individuals in
context); SIMPACT (social innovation, economic foundation, empowering people); TRAPESES (Transition Patterns Enabling
Smart Energy Systems); Nachhaltiger Konsum durch soziale Innovation (Sustainable consumption through social innovation); Soziale Innovationen in Deutschland (social innovation in Germany); Foodlinks; ELaN ([Development of integrated land
management through sustainable use of water and resources in North-East-Germany); In Zukunft eine klimaverträgliche Gesellschaft (A climate-resilient society in the future).
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conceptual and actionable knowledge through trustworthy, transparent and reflexive
research processes. The – complementary – research foci of transformation research include the objects of transformation (what changes over the course of a transformation),
the change dynamics of transformation processes and emerging transformation pathways (how do transformation processes occur), and the drivers of transformation processes (by whom/how are transformation processes supported).
In the following, we substantiate the different elements of our working definition: the goals and results, the research approaches and quality criteria, and the research foci of transformation research.

We zoom in on four research strands related to transformation research and on how they address
questions regarding sustainability transformations: transition research, social-ecological or sustainability research, social innovation research and resilience research. Not all research strands are explicitly or exclusively concerned with fundamental societal change. For example, (parts of) resilience research and sustainability science only recently took up the notion of sustainability transformations
(Olsson et al. 2014, Wiek et al. 2012). Similarly, only a specific subset of the research on social innovation focuses on its relation with transformative change (Westley et al. 2013, Haxeltine et al. 2016,
Avelino et al. forthcoming). By contrast, sustainability transition research developed explicitly to study
transitions in societal systems (Rotmans et al. 2001, Grin et al. 2010, Markard et al. 2012). However,
transformation research is broader than transition research; the latter focuses on structural change in
societal (e.g. socio-technical and socio-economic) (sub-)systems, but largely neglects ecological dynamics (Smith and Stirling 2010, Olsson et al. 2014). Transformation research can hence serve as
catchment basin and integrator of diverse angles on societal change towards sustainability (Patterson
et al. 2015). Several scholars discuss convergence points between, for example resilience and transition research (Olsson et al. 2014, van der Brugge and van Raak 2007, Foxon et al. 2009, Smith and Stirling 2010, Pereira et al. 2015).
While transformation as a kind of change is generally conceived of as fundamental and radical, what
precisely the implications of this ‘radicality’ are remains ambiguous (Wittmayer and Hölscher 2016).
Relatedly, scholars and research fields employ both ‘transformation’ and ‘transition’ in what appears
to be mostly interchangeably. 2 Transformations (and transitions) feature several generic characteristics. For example, they can be intentional or unintentional as well as desirable and undesirable
(Grießhammer and Brohmann 2015). In this regard, the normative sustainability orientation is key to
assess what kind of change is to be supported or avoided (Loorbach et al. 2015, Frantzeskaki et al.
2012, Wiek et al. 2012) - also with the difficulty that sustainability as an overarching guiding principle
is not uniformly interpreted.

2.1 Research goals and results

As current challenges and crises resonate complex interdependencies between cause and effect, they
are characterised as persistent problems (Rotmans 2005, Schuitmaker 2012). There are no straightforward, simple solutions for these kinds of problems; they are deeply rooted in societal structures,
the problems are contested, context-dependent and systemic, their formulation has political and normative implications and they concern multiple actors. Such an understanding of societal crises as
multi-layered, connected problems suggests that for their solution fundamental change in the sense of
a ‘great transformation’ towards sustainability is needed (WBGU 2011, also referred to as sustainability transition by Rotmans et al. 2001, Grin et al. 2010). Due to their characteristics, persistent prob2

The WBGU, for example, refers in the German version of its report to “Transformation”, while the title of its English version
reads “World in Transition” (WBGU 2011) – though the German language knows both terms, too. Loorbach (2014), following
Polanyi’s notion of a ‘Great Transformation’ describes the great transformation of the industrialisation as a family of sectoral
transitions. Some scholars sought to clarify the difference between both terms (Brand 2014, Stirling 2014), but especially
transition scholars might not agree with their understandings of transitions as resembling more intentionally and top-down
steered kinds of change.
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lems cannot be addressed through project or programme management approaches. In this sense, sustainability transformations are considered as societal searching and learning processes, in which a variety of actors collaborate and communicate in search for solutions upon which they continuously reflect (Haum and Pilardeaux 2014, Grin et al. 2010, Hoffmann et al. 2007). This discussion let to the call
for research focusing on such sustainability transformations and accords research a role in the challenge of influencing change dynamics towards sustainability (WBGU 2011, Schneidewind 2015a, Future Earth 2014).

Different research strands have taken up this call and consider their research goals as two-fold: on the
one hand, it is dealing with transformations as research object – analysing, describing and explaining
historical transformations and current change dynamics to increase our understanding of them as a
knowledge base to support transformations towards sustainability. On the other hand, it is about actively supporting such sustainability transformations. In light of the latter goal, next to a descriptive
modus, different research strands also include a ‘transformative’ or ‘transformational’ research approach (see section 2.2., cf. WBGU 2011, Olsson et al. 2014; Wiek et al. 2012, Loorbach 2014, Haum
and Pilardeaux 2014).

To attain these goals, research activities produce certain knowledge results. There are different suggestions with regards to the kinds of knowledge that should be created. The WBGU (2011: 341) suggests that transformation research needs to create systemic, reflexive and anticipatory knowledge.
These resemble the distinction between system, target and transformation knowledge of transdisciplinary research (see Pohl et al. 2008). These distinctions are oriented along different content-related
components and knowledge needs in relation to a sustainability transformation. A different way to
structure knowledge gains origins from the action research tradition, which aims to address societal
problems by creating scientific and social knowledge as well as transformative action through collaboration with societal actors (e.g. Greenwood and Levin 2007). This distinction thus focuses on the intended use of a specific kind of knowledge. With our focus on the description and analysis of methods
in relation to their contribution to the goals of transformation research, we are mainly interested in
outlining methods, which contribute to the goal of describing, analysing, explaining, evaluating and
supporting sustainability transformations. We therefore build on the distinction brought forth in the
action research tradition and differentiate between conceptual and actionable knowledge.

Conceptual knowledge allows describing, explaining and understanding systems, transformation dynamics and processes from different disciplinary perspectives. It refers to abstract, universal
knowledge (along Aristotele’s understanding of episteme and techné) from natural and social sciences
and to contextualised, localised knowledge from social sciences and the humanities. Conceptual
knowledge is the main results of descriptive-analytical research approaches, but can also be a result of
transformative methods (see section 2.2.). Tangibly, it results in insights, heuristics and/or rules packaged in publications, speeches, and presentations for a scientific or other public, research reports, policy recommendations or interviews. Other outcomes are the further development of concepts or the
translation into actions by third parties.
Actionable (or usable) knowledge allows actors to evaluate different options and to decide how to act
in specific contexts (cf. Bartels 2012, Bartels and Wittmayer 2014, Cook and Wagenaar 2012). It addresses normative, operational and strategic questions with regards to a (formulated) solution direction. Actionable knowledge is often implicit knowledge of actors, which is made explicit and productive through a research process. Rather than ‘transferred’, this knowledge is “emerging from creative
interactions with others” (Bartels 2012: 435). Similar conceptions are outlined by action research with
the ambition to produce next to scientific also social knowledge (Greenwood and Levin 2007) and by
Flyvbjerg and colleagues (2012: 1), who see the role of phronetic social sciences as “dedicated to enhancing a socially relevant form of knowledge, that is, ‘phronesis’ (practical wisdom on how to address
and act on social problems in a particular context)”. As such, actionable knowledge relates to capacity
development and empowerment and is not necessarily built in scientific knowledge in the first place,
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rather it is of a different kind. It is the main result of a transformative research approach where researchers pursue a practice-oriented research and create transdisciplinary spaces for working on societal questions (see section 2.2., Wiek et al. 2012, Wittmayer and Schäpke 2014)

2.2 Cornerstones of transformation research: Research approaches and quality
criteria

Based on the formulated goals and results (section 2.1.) and our literature review, a number of cornerstones for the transformation research process can be formulated.

Firstly, transformation research is explicitly oriented towards studying and addressing pressing
societal problems and relates these to fundamental change such as questions about sustainable energy provision or a sustainable social fabric in light of migration and demographic change (WBGU
2011). Such an explicit (normative) orientation can be found in transition research, resilience studies
and sustainability studies (Grin et al. 2010, Kates et al. 2001, Olsson et al. 2014).

Secondly, the persistency of the societal questions at hand necessitates both the involvement of more
than one discipline and of societal actors (Nowotny et al. 2003, Wiek et al. 2012, Loorbach et al. 2011,
Lang et al. 2012, Greenwood und Levin 2007). As societal problems barely take issue with disciplinary
boundaries, the involvement of more than one discipline as well as a collaboration of researchers
across disciplines is necessary for a better understanding of transformation processes and possible
solutions (WBGU 2011, Haum und Pilardeaux 2014, Avelino 2011). Such interdisciplinary work allows comparing and possibly integrating different frameworks and concepts to counter the fragmentation of current research. Working with different societal actors in transdisciplinary engagements
guarantees knowledge insights, which build on both, scientific and social knowledge, and integrate
problem perceptions, solutions, norms and values. Such collaboration increases the legitimacy of, responsibility for and identification with the problem and the solution (Lang et al. 2012: 26). It also corresponds with an understanding of a sustainability transformation as a societal searching and learning
process in which different actors play different important and complementary roles (Haum und Pilardeaux 2014, Hoffmann et al. 2007, cf. Loorbach 2007).

With the actual research object (i.e. sustainability transformations) being a normative, complex and
subjective concept, and the acknowledgement that knowledge is uncertain and provisional, there is a
need for transformation research processes to be adaptive, interparadigmatic and abductive (cf.
Avelino 2011, Wittmayer 2016, Schwartz-Shea and Yanow 2012, Flyvberg et al. 2012, McGowan et al.
2014). This means that transformation research should be in a position to adapt to changing and shifting problem framings and research circumstances and to take these as a starting point rather than as
something that needs to be controlled.

Thirdly, in German transformation research debates, we find the distinction between transformation
research and transformative research, which we consider a distinction between two research approaches (and to which we will refer to as such), namely a more descriptive-analytical and a transformative (or transformational) research approach (WBGU 2011, Stock 2014, Strohschneider 2014,
Grunwald 2015, Schneidewind 2015b, Rohe 2015, von Wissel 2015). The same distinction between a
descriptive-analytical and a transformative, solution-oriented or process-oriented approach can be
found in sustainability science (Miller et al. 2014, Wiek et al. 2012, Miller 2013, Wittmayer and
Schäpke 2014, Wiek and Lang 2016). These distinctions can be traced back to debates on post-normal
science (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1991), or Modus-2 science (Gibbons et al. 1994) at the end of the last
century. Action research is an even more mature approach, which is fully dedicated to societal change:
“We believe that valid social knowledge can only be derived from practical reasoning engaged in through
action. As action researchers, we believe that action is the only sensible way to generate and test new
knowledge” (Greenwood and Levin 2007: 6). We suggest that both, a descriptive-analytical and a transformative research approach, have a place in transformation research. They are two different options
for finding answers to the research questions at hand. A descriptive-analytical approach focuses on
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describing and analysing existing challenges and possible solutions through creating primarily
(though not exclusively) conceptual knowledge. A transformative approach focuses in first instance
on explicating and developing actionable knowledge through a participative and action-oriented research process. These research processes can be considered two extremes – with combinations and
cross-overs existing.

As a final cornerstone, we turn to quality criteria for transformation research. The advancement of
research approaches, which further blur the boundaries between society and science, make the inadequacy of current quality criteria apparent. Inward-focused quality criteria and forms of quality control
from dominant research paradigms, such as ‘excellence’, peer reviews or h-indices are not sufficient or
constructive for the broader questions of transformation research or the specific challenges (e.g. normativity 3) it encounters. There are discussions with regards to the necessity of ‘general’ quality criteria. While Nowotny et al. (2003: 187-188) argue that "clear and unchallengeable criteria by which to
determine quality may no longer be available” and that “we must learn to live with multiple definitions of
quality”, others are convinced of the need for more generalised quality criteria for transdisciplinary
research approaches (vgl. Schneidewind and Singer Brodowski 2013, Bergmann et al. 2005, 2010).
Based on discussions in transdisciplinary research, action research sustainability science, we suggest
to focus on five general requirement along which to discuss the quality of transformation research.
These are particularly fit to also deal with transformative approaches and are outlined in Table 1.
Along with Nowotny et al. (2003), we understand these provisional. However, they should be productive in judging each other’s work and thereby to contribute to a general knowledge building (cf.
Schwartz-Shea 2006).
Table 1:

Quality criteria for transformation research

Criteria

Explanation

Related to research outcomes
Scientific impact

What is the scientific impact of the research?

With one of the research outcomes being conceptual knowledge, there is a clear aim for scientific impact.

Cf. Bergmann et al. 2005,
Greenwood and Levin
2007, Pohl et al. 2010,
WBGU 2011
Social impact

What is the social impact
of the research?
Cf. Bergmann et al. 2005,
Flyvbjerg et al. 2012,
Greenwood and Levin
2007, Loorbach et al.
2011, Scholz and Steiner
2015a

3

With one of the goals being to support sustainability
transformations, research should be judged along its
social impact.
Comparable criteria are workability: how good the
initial problem was solved (Greenwood and Levin
2007), salience: how relevant the information is for
decision-making bodies and the public (Cash et al.
2002), but also social robustness: how relevant, context sensitive and accessible results are (Nowotny
1999, 2000).

As convincingly argued by Grunwald (2015), it is not that transformation research is necessarily more normative than other
types of research (such as e.g. engineering). However, it does make its normativity more explicit.
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Criteria
Trustworthiness

Explanation
How trustworthy is the research and its results?
Cf. Lincoln and Guba 1985,
Malkki 2007, SchwartzShea 2006, Yanow 2006a,
2006b

This question relates to whether or not the research
can be trusted. Trustworthiness is established if the
steps that a researcher takes to produce research
outcomes are systematic and when conclusions are
adequately supported by evidence.
A comparable criteria is the one for credibility
(Greenwood and Levin 2007.

Related to research process
Transparency

How transparent is the researcher about the research?
Cf. Cash et al. 2002,
Schwartz-Shea 2006,
Schwartz Shea and Yanow
2012

Reflexivity

How reflexive is the researcher about the research?
Cf. Avelino 2011, Bergmann et al. 2005, Bradbury and Reason 2003,
Finlay 2002a, 2002b,
Schwartz-Shea 2006, Stirling 2006, Wittmayer and
Schäpke 2014

Transparency includes the documentation of the research goals, approach, as well as research methods
and procedures (e.g. project ambition, resources
and constraints, decisions taken). It takes account of
changes and adaptations of an abductive research
process. Being transparent increases the trustworthiness and also the accountability and legitimacy of
the research.
A reflexive practice supports the researcher in a number
of aspects: situating and positioning him/herself in the research, exploring the researcher-researched relationship
and the co-constitution of research as well as offering social critique and deconstructions of established meanings.
It includes introspection, a positioning of oneself as researcher in time and space as well as regarding one’s
background and normative orientation and a questioning
of the ways in which the researcher shapes the research
and vice versa. It also includes a critical reflection on the
situatedness of the research, the social context and political dimensions as well as possible unintended effects. Rather than navel-gazing, such reflexivity is purposeful and
leads to more general insights, interpretations and reflexive actions.

Adapted from Wittmayer 2016

2.3 Research foci
In the following, we discern three research foci of transformation research that serve to shed light on
different aspects of transformation – hence, these relate to the content of transformation research.
Transformation research is concerned with the objects of change (i.e. what changes over the course of
a transformation), the change dynamics of transformation processes and emerging transformation
pathways (i.e. how do transformation processes occur), and the drivers of transformation processes –
particular towards sustainability (i.e. by whom/how are transformation processes supported). The research foci do not exclude but rather complement each other and are often studied together. We
briefly illustrate these research foci by exploring how different research strands related to transformation research address them from their respective perspectives. This serves to discuss theoretical
approaches and conceptual frameworks that are applied for a variety of topics (e.g. energy, mobility,
climate change). The diverse applications of concepts and explanation models require careful translation between research strands (Redman 2014, Olsson et al. 2014). Transformation research cannot
solely build on integration of different research fields, but also needs to recognise pluralism in ap-
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proaches and knowledge to understand and support sustainability transformations in their complexity. This promotes learning, debate and critical reflections (Patterson 2016, Wittmayer and Hölscher
2016).

Firstly, transformation research is concerned with the objects of transformation, including questions
about the specific contents of change processes: Where are transformations located? What is it that
changes and to what degree, i.e. what are starting and end situations? How can the change be evaluated (in relation to a normative sustainability orientation)? Transformations are generally understood
as a radical change of the identity of a specific system including its fundamental components and feedback mechanisms (Göpel et al. 2014, Jacob et al. 2015a). The definition of a specific system focus is
critical when studying objects of transformation. Transformations span different sizes and scales in
relation to a particular system focus (Göpel et al. 2014). The WBGU (2011), for example, relates its notion of a ‘great transformation’ to Polanyi’s (1944) analysis of comprehensive economic, technological,
cultural and political change. The various research fields employ different system foci that often consist of more narrowly defined boundaries and societal sub-systems: while resilience and sustainability
science research focus on social-ecological systems (which are usually located in specific geographic
areas), transition studies largely focus on societal systems, such as socio-technical or socio-economic
systems (Smith and Stirling 2010, Loorbach 2014). The system focus has implications on the system
objects and subjects that are taken into consideration for analysing the starting and end situation of a
transformation. For example, transition research defines an incumbent system in terms of a regime
that consists of the dominant actors, structures, cultures and practices in a system (Rotmans and Loorbach 2010). The focus on smaller scale systems warrants ‘backcoupling’ of insights on the implications
of transformation processes at these scales in relation to broader societal sustainability transformations (Wittmayer and Hölscher 2016).
Secondly, transformation research studies the change dynamics of transformation processes and
explores emerging transformation pathways. Change dynamics are conditioned by the co-evolution
of interdependent system elements that influence, reinforce or weaken each other (Grießhammer and
Brohmann 2015, Rotmans and Loorbach 2010). Co-evolution marks processes of long-term, gradual
change that are interrupted by short periods of rapid and radical change. This might result in tipping
points, when system boundaries are crossed and a new system identity becomes established (Göpel
2014). Tipping points can threaten the survival of a system – e.g. when planetary and social boundaries are crossed (Scheffer 2009, Lenton et al. 2008, Steffen et al. 2015, Raworth 2012) – but they can
also open up opportunities for overcoming lock-in and navigating desirable change (Loorbach 2014).
The various research fields concerned with sustainability transformations develop and test different
concepts, heuristics and models to generate insights about what processes, dynamics and system elements drive and hinder transformations. For example, the multi-level perspective (MLP) of transition
research serves as a framework to analyse change in (socio-technical) systems as resulting from an
interplay between three different levels: niche, regime and landscape (Geels and Schot 2007). Resilience scholars employ the adaptive cycle and the panarcy as heuristic models to analyse change dynamics over time and across scale (Holling und Gunderson 2002, Holling et al. 2002).

Thirdly, transformation research looks at the drivers of transformation processes to facilitate desirable transformations. Though transformations can in principle not be controlled, actors can influence
them into desirable directions (Rotmans and Loorbach 2010, Grießhammer and Brohmann 2015). A
variety of (individual and organisational) actors from different societal sectors (government, civil society, market and third sector) intentionally and unintentionally contribute to transformation processes
by taking up different roles (Avelino and Wittmayer 2016, Fischer and Newig 2016). The initial focus
in transformation research was on so-called frontrunners that develop innovations in niches, promote
new visions and seek to destabilise incumbent structures and practices (Raven et al. 2010, Loorbach
2010, Olsson et al. 2006, WBGU 2011, Geels 2014). While ‘regime’ actors were commonly seen as reinforcing existing systems (Schuitmaker 2012), recently this focus was expanded to also consider the
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roles of change-inclined ‘regime’ actors to connect emerging initiatives and novelties to existing networks, structures and practices (Apajalahti 2012, Späth et al. 2012, cf. Bauknecht et al. 2015). In this
vein, Westley et al. (2013) and Bauknecht et al. (2015) identified different strategies, roles and abilities of actors to promote transformations. These might differ according to the phases of a transformation (Fath et al. 2015). Increasingly also the role of networks, partnerships and intermediaries is
emphasised that pool resources for synergies and coordinate across sectors and scales (Olsson et al.
2014, Loorbach 2014, Frantzeskaki et al. 2014).

The coordination of activities of multiple interacting actors and networks is generally described as
(transformation/transition) governance. Guiding principles for such governance include long-term
and systemic perspectives, co-creation, reflexivity, flexibility and learning-by-doing (Loorbach et al.
2011, Grießhammer and Brohmann 2015). Examples of concrete governance frameworks for sustainability transformations include transition management and adaptive governance that are put forth by
transitions and resilience scholars, respectively (Loorbach 2010, Frantzeskaki et al. 2012, Folke et al.
2005, Armitage et al. 2008). Other approaches are transformative environmental policy (Jacob et al.
2015b), change management (Doppelt 2009), innovations management (Grießhammer and Brohmann
2015) and strategic niche management (Raven et al. 2010). Critical voices on such governance emphasise the need to more explicitly take existing power structures into account (Shove and Walker 2007,
Smith and Kern 2009, Hendriks 2009, Meadowcroft 2009, Voß et al. 2009, Kenis et al. 2016).

3 Methods of transformation research

In the following, we provide an overview of social science methods for transformation research (section 3.1.). Consequently, we discuss those research methods that have been applied in selected transformation research projects and their relation to goals and research foci, results and research approaches of transformation research (section 3.2.).

3.1 Overview of Methods

In this section we provide a non-exhaustive overview of social science methods for transformation research identified through the analysis of research projects and complemented by inputs from literature reviews, expert interviews and our expertise. We have grouped the methods into five categories
focusing on their general purpose: For example, do the methods serve to collect data or to analyse
data? Do the methods structure participatory research processes?
An overview of the methods per category can be found in Table 2, a more elaborate version of this table including a method description and an outline of its purpose can be found in Wittmayer and
Hölscher (2017: 70-82).

Table 2:

Overview of methods 4

Method

Research approach

Research result

More information

DA: X (classic)

CK: X (classic)

Atteslander 1984, van den Bosch
2010

Data generation – general
Experiment

4

In the table, we identify for each method the research approaches they relate to (descriptive-analytical and/or transformative) and what results they generate (conceptual and/or actionable knowledge). With regard to the research approaches and
results we differentiate between: strong applicability (marked with X), applicability (marked with X) and limited applicability
(marked with (X)).
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Method

Research approach
T: X (transformation-oriented)

Research result
AK: X (transformationoriented)

More information

Participant observation

DA: X
T: X

CK: X

Gupta and Ferguson 1997, Schöne
2003, Illius 2003

Research diaries

DA: X
T: (X)

CK: X

Bolger et al. 2003, Sheble and
Wildemuth 2009

Delphi method

DA: X

CK: X
AK: (X)

Linstone and Turoff 2002, Müller et
al. 2013a

Expert interview

DA: X

CK: X
AK: (X)

Bogner et al. 2002, Lurtz et al. 2013
Rüede and Lurtz 2012, Rückert-John
et al. 2013, 2015

Photo elicitation

DA: X
T: X

CK: X
AK: (X)

Harper 2002, Bignante 2010, ClarkIbanez 2004

Q-method

DA: X

CK: X
AK: (X)

Watts and Stenner 2005, Müller and
Kals 2004

Case study

DA: X

CK: X

Yin 2008, Gerring 2004, Flyvbjerg
2006

Constellation analysis

DA: X

CK: X
AK: (X)

Kröger et al. 2012

Discourse analysis

DA: X

CK: X

Hajer 1995, Allolio-Näcke 2010

Grounded Theory

DA: X

CK: X

Charmaz 2006, Reichertz 2010

Institutional analysis

DA: X

CK: X
AK: (X)

Moss and Nölting 2014

Literature analysis

DA: X

CK: X

Branley 2012; Bortz and Döring
2006

Meta-analysis

DA: X

CK: X

Glass 1976; Bortz and Döring 2006

Qualitative content analysis

DA: X

CK: X

Mayring 2000

Social innovation biographies

DA: X

CK: X

Butzin and Widmaier 2016, Butzin
et al. 2013

System analysis

DA: X
T: X (participat.)

CK: X
AK: X (participat.)

Saravanan 2008, Rotmans and Loorbach 2009, Findeisen and Quade
1985, Maas 2011, Wittmayer et al.
2011

Stakeholder- and actor analysis

DA: X

CK: X

Nölting and Daedlow 2012

Social network analysis

DA: X

CK: X

Rürup et al. 2015, Cantner and Graf
2006, Marin and Wellman 2011

Data generation – interview

Data analysis – general

Data analysis – actor analysis
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Method

Research approach

Research result

More information

Stakeholder Mapping

DA: X

CK: X
AK: (X)

Brighton 2004, Grimble and Wellard
1997, Rowley 1997

Participatory network analysis

DA: X
T: X

CK: X
AK: X

Debourdeau et al. 2012

Conflict analysis

DA: X

CK: X
AK: X

Artner-Nehls et al. 2014, ArtnerNehls and Siebert 2013

Action learning

DA: X
T: X

CK: (X)
AK: X

SIMPACT 2015b

Backcasting

DA: (X)
T: X

CK: (X)
AK: X

Quist and Vergragt 2006, CarlssonKanyamaa et al. 2008, Quist et al.
2011

Community of Practice

T: X

CK: X
AK: X

Karner et al. 2011a, 2011b, 2013a,
2013b, 2015

Conservation theatre

T: X

CK: (X)
AK: X

Heras and Tàbara 2016

Expert workshops

DA: X
T: (X)

CK: X
AK: (X)

SIMPACT 2015a

Focus group

DA: X

CK: X
AK: (X)

Gibbs 1997, Pelz et al. 2004

Fuzzy Set

DA: X
T: (X)

CK: X
AK: X

Kok et al. 2014, Pedde et al. (under
review)

Hackathons

T: X

CK: (X)
AK: X

Briscoe and Mulligan 2014

Indicator lab

T: X

CK: (X)
AK: X

SIMPACT 2015c

Modelling and simulation

DA: X

CK: X
AK: X

Haxeltine et al. 2008; Holtz et al.
2015

Online Communities/
Knowledge Hubs

DA: X
T: X

CK: (X)
AK: X

Nørskov and Rask 2011 Preece et al.
2004

Scenario development

DA: X
T: X

CK: X
AK: X

Van Notten et al. 2003

Visioning

T: X

CK: (X)
AK: X

Wiek and Iwaniec 2013, Davies et al.
2012

Real world laboratories (Living Labs)

T: X

CK: X
AK: X

Schneidewind 2014; Nevens et al.
2013; Kieboom 2014

Transition Management

T: X

CK: X
AK: X

Loorbach (2010), Wittmayer et al.
(2014), Roorda et al. (2014)

Transdisciplinary Case Studies

T: X
DA: (X)

CK: X
AK: X

Burandt et al. 2003, Stauffacher et
al. 2006

Participatory Methods

Participatory frameworks
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Method

Research approach

Research result

More information

Participatory Action Research

T: X

CK: X
AK: X

Greenwood and Levin 2007, Palmer
2009

3.2 Analysis of applied methods in transformation research projects
3.2.1 Relation to goals and research foci of transformation research
In principle, each method bears the potential to contribute to the outlined goals of transformation research, namely to describe, analyse, explain, evaluate and support sustainability transformations. Yet,
whether and how this potential is mobilised depends on the research focus and the actual application
of the method. For example, a constellation analysis serves on the one hand to describe and explain a
dominant constellation of a system. On the other hand, it can (also) support transformation processes
by facilitating exchange processes between different actors. In the ELaN project 5, the constellation
analysis was applied as a facilitation technique to develop a shared problem framing, to achieve transparency on different problem perceptions and to formulate practical solutions in a specific case study
(Kröger et al. 2012). Often, methods are used in combination, which allows the integration of different research goals and research foci.

All methods serve to describe and explain transformations and their processes and thus contribute
to a better understanding of transformation processes, possible transformation pathways and drivers
and solutions of desirable transformations towards sustainability. It depends on the specific problem
focus, which methods are applied for what research foci. For example, a system analysis can be applied
to analyse transformation processes and their dynamic but also to identify niche actors that can support sustainability transformations in practice. Data collection methods such as interviews, but alsoliterature analysis are mainly used to develop a general overview on the existing knowledge base on a
topic. The project “Soziale Innovation in Deutschland” [Social Innovation in Germany] combined literature analysis, interviews and the Delphi-method to review knowledge on social innovation in literature and practice and identify challenges and success factors (Lurtz et al. 2013, Müller et al. 2013a,
2013b, Kopf et al. 2015, Rüede and Lurtz 2012). Participatory methods and participatory frameworks
are applied in more concrete contexts with a focus on obtaining a joint understanding with stakeholders on transformation processes that forms a basis for identifying transformation pathways and concrete solutions. In the InContext-project, transition management was implemented to develop a common problem definition with actors in specific communities (Wittmayer et al. 2013). Also here different methods were combined: For example, the initial problem analysis to describe and explain a specific starting situation builds on additional methods such as literature analysis, interviews and system
analysis.

All analysed research projects also seek to support sustainability transformations, yet in very diverse – more or less explicit – ways. The kind of support includes amongst others the formulation of
general guiding manuals or policy recommendations based on the ‘translation’ of scientific insights.
For example, the project “Soziale Innovation in Deutschland” [social innovation in Germany] formulated support strategies for different types of social innovations based on a typology. Another kind of
support results from the introduction of insights into the societal discourse through different types of
events. Also the transdisciplinary development of concrete initiatives and projects is a form of support.
The action research process in the InContext-project resulted in the opening of a local community centre. In the ELaN-project, workshops were organised to devise and implement pilot projects. The
5

“Entwicklung eines integrierten Landmanagements durch nachhaltige Wasser- und Stoffnutzung in Nordostdeutschland” [Development of integrated land management through sustainable use of water and resources in North-East-Germany].
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Foodlinks-project established online communities and published Wikipedia and blog entries to disseminate the project’s insights for the wider support of sustainability transformations (Galli and
Brunori 2013, Karner et al. 2013a).

3.2.2 Contribution to results of transformation research

The results of transformation research encompass conceptual and actionable knowledge. The identified research methods show a strong tendency towards generating (at least) conceptual knowledge,
which serves to contribute to a better understanding of transformation processes. Data collection and
analysis methods primarily target conceptual knowledge. For example, the project “In Zukunft eine
klimaverträgliche Gesellschaft: Multiplikatorenanalyse zur Untersuchung von transformierenden gesellschaftlichen Strategien“ [A climate-resilient society in the future: multiplier analysis to study transformative societal strategies] used different forms of discourse analysis (e.g. media content analysis)
to analyse public and scientific debates on the two-degree target to contain climate change. This resulted in conceptual knowledge on the amount of media coverage and scientific publications, dominant themes, frames and actors. Only few methods – such as Online Communities – are less explicitly
oriented towards (also) generating conceptual knowledge. In principle such methods could contribute
to data collection for conceptual knowledge, this would however require additional methods for data
analysis to enable scientifically sound conclusions.

Participatory methods and participatory frameworks (e.g. transition management, living labs) generate both conceptual and actionable knowledge, while explicitly focusing on the latter. For example,
participatory research processes often build on theoretical groundwork and discussions on the challenges and influencing factors in a specific context (e.g. through a participatory system analysis). These
insights can be scientifically analysed, compared and abstracted. They also enable actors to weigh different options for actions and make informed decisions about concrete solutions. The ELaN-project,
for example, encompassed interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary discussions between scientists and
regional actors and generated next to conceptual knowledge also actionable knowledge that resulted
in practical activities to support sustainability transformations

3.2.3 Relation to research approaches

Transformation research builds on both descriptive-analytical and transformative research approaches. The overview and analysis of methods shows that most methods are applied based on a descriptive-analytical research approach. This closely relates to the intended research goals and results.
Projects building on a descriptive-analytical research approach seek to mainly generate conceptual
knowledge to describe, explain and evaluate transformation processes. The translation into more actionable knowledge such as political recommendations is subordinate; the key focus is on feeding the
research results back into scientific debates.

A transformative research approach targets primarily the support of sustainability transformations by
developing concrete and context-specific solutions and actions. It builds on participatory methods and
participatory frameworks or methods are implemented in a participatory mode. Regarding the latter,
in the Foodlinks-project interviews were used to stimulate reflections of workshop participants, which
might have repercussions on their actions. Transition management is a participatory method framework that combines different methods into subsequent process steps (e.g. system analysis, visioning,
backcasting). Each process steps has a specific goal, like in the InContext-project: The system analysis
served to generate a comprehensive and shared understanding of the problems in the local community, the visioning helped the participants to formulate a shared vision for the future of the community
and the backcasting process connected that vision to the current situation to identify transformation
pathways and actions (Wittmayer et al. 2011, 2014).
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4 Discussion: implications for transformation research practice
The analysis of the methods employed in transformation research projects reveals several key reflection points relating to specific contributions of methods as well as gaps in the way methods are applied
in transformation research practice. We need to bear in mind that depending on the goals for which a
particular method is applied (only) certain potentials of that method are mobilised.

4.1 Establishing a sound knowledge basis

Methods to establish a sound knowledge base appear as central prerequisites in all research projects
to generate a basic understanding of a problem at hand from which to further contribute to conceptual
and/or actionable knowledge. Methods for data collection such as interviews and literature analyses
represent traditional research methods and can be applied as basic social sciences tools for transformation research. They serve to establish a solid and comprehensive basis for studying and sharpening
specific research questions and problems. For example, the project “Nachhaltiger Konsum durch
soziale Innovation – Konzepte und Praxis” [sustainable consumption through social innovation – concepts and practice] conducted literature analyses at the outset of the research to develop a scientifically funded framework for systematically describing the heterogeneous field of social innovation for
sustainable consumption (Rückert-John et al. 2013, 2015). Similarly, the project “Soziale Innovation in
Deutschland” [social innovation in Germany] used literature review to systematically clarify the concept of social innovation due to heterogeneity and disagreement in literature and praxis (Rüede and
Lurtz 2012). Both projects complemented their literature analysis with expert interviews to empirically ground their insights and make them practice-oriented. Expert interviews can additionally contribute to further narrow down the research focus, as experts can, for example, indicate what problem
fields and initiatives have particular relevance in a specific context (Lurtz et al. 2013). While both
methods can principally be employed independently from one another, their combination is considered useful to ensure a broad knowledge basis for further deeper-going research.

Projects based on a transformative approach use literature analysis and interviews as basic tools to
obtain an encompassing picture on the starting situation and facilitate the development of solution options. For example, the ELaN-project analysed current strategies, institutional frameworks and actors
(including their interests, problem views and actor constellations) in land and water management in
the case studies (Nölting and Daedlow 2012, Kröger et al. 2012, Moss and Nölting 2014, Artner-Nehls
et al. 2014). This also extends to the combination of data collection and analysis methods. For example,
social network analysis helps to identify dominant actors and network structures to engage in participatory processes or to communicate with throughout (Sandström und Rova 2010).

4.2 Standardising methods and coupling of methods

Transformation research often couples different methods. Particularly methods for data collection
(e.g. interviews) are combined with methods for data analysis (e.g. institutional analysis, stakeholder
analysis). As described above, the ELaN-project coupled diverse methods such as interviews, literature
analysis, constellation analysis, actor analysis and institutional analysis to establish an analytical understanding of the situations in the case studies. Particularly participatory methods and method
frameworks seem to require such coupling to connect knowledge on starting situations, desirable directions for development and concrete opportunities for action. Individual, uncoupled methods are
possibly insufficient for transformation research.
A central challenge for transformation research is therefore the further coupling of methods in suitable frameworks. These could possible form functional groups of methods (Wiek 2016). The central use
of such method frameworks is to combine methods of problem analysis with methods to develop solutions. This could be achieved through a standardisation of methods and method frameworks that
shows the diverse functions and application fields of individual methods. The standardisation of methods and their functions might also reveal gaps both in terms of availability of methods and how they
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are applied. For example, the support of sustainability transformations also requires methods of destruction, while currently research methods often focus on innovation and creation (Wittmayer and
Hölscher 2016). Finally, standardisation also contributes to professionalise transformation research,
boosts uptake of listed methods and method frameworks and joint learning.

Standardisation does not veil the diversity of methods, it rather serves to make it explicit. The guiding
manual for transition management in urban contexts represents a specific example of standardisation,
which has been translated into ten different languages to boost uptake of the transition management
framework while emphasising the need for context sensitivity (Roorda et al. 2014).

4.3 Fostering transformative research approaches

The current dominance of descriptive-analytical research approaches demonstrates the outsider status of transformative research. Transformation research that seeks to contribute to sustainability
transformations through actionable knowledge requires new and possible re-defined and re-discovered methods for transformative approaches. A promising direction represents the ‘discovery’ of for
example the conservation theatre that invites participants to physically express and explore their feelings in relation to climate change (Heras and Tàbara 2016). Research methods for transformative approaches do not necessarily need to be newly developed, as there is already a wide array of potential
methods (Wiek 2016). Rather, the potential of existing methods needs to be clarified (see also section
4.2.). Participatory research frameworks like transition management and living labs seem to provide
good indications for transformative research approaches and processes. The involvement of actors in
the research process is critical for the joint development of problem understandings and solution options. Also the combination of transformative and descriptive-analytical approaches bears many promises to substantiate projects and actions with comprehensive insights in a specific context (see section
4.1.).
Our conclusion that descriptive-analytical research approaches dominate in transformation research
can also be related to some constraints to our selection of research projects. The availability of literature has been a central selection criterion that might have resulted in the exclusion of projects with
more transformative approaches. Another issue might be the controversies girdling transformative
research approaches (Stock 2014, Strohschneider 2014). This also influences the financing opportunities for transformative research that only get started – see for example the financing of living labs in
Baden-Württemberg. Also institutional structures might be a reason for the rare application of transformative approaches and methods: both the training of researchers to employ them and career opportunities are limited.

4.4 Supporting critical reflections

The analysis of research methods and projects revealed little attention to reflexivity and quality of the
research processes and their results (see Wittmayer and Hölscher 2017). For example, the existing
project publications contain sparse information on the identified quality criteria (see section 2.2.) and
lack critical reflection on what the implications of the results are on the goals of transformation research to study and support societal sustainability transformations. The latter is particularly problematic in light of the danger to dilute the transformation notion and not explicitly take existing power
structures or potential negative externalities into account (see section 2.3.).

Especially transformative research processes require such critical reflections and explicit consideration of quality criteria to enhance the legitimacy and ensure transparency of research in influencing
societal transformation processes. There is hence also a need for critical reflection on, for example, the
role of researchers and research, on underlying normative assumptions and on the actors involved in
formulating the problem statements. Some of the listed methods might serve such reflections, for example through personal reflections of the researchers (e.g. in research diaries) or in collaboration with
the participants in participatory research processes.
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The reasons for the lack of critical reflections can be diverse. One reason might be, similar to the lack
of transformative research approaches, existing research funding that did not create sufficient space
for reflections or a gap in training researchers on these issues.

5 Concluding remarks

The swift development of transformation research over the past years warrants a fundamental reflection on its goals, contents, research approaches and methods. Transformation research brings together
a diversity of research strands, theoretical concepts and frameworks and opens up space for transdisciplinary research methods. Our paper contributes to the debate on transformation research by delineating it as a shared perspective on fundamental societal change processes towards sustainability and
positioning it within the research landscape and related research strands. We defined the goals, results
and research foci of transformation research and specified a number of cornerstones for transformation research including a set of quality criteria and different research approaches. We particularly
sought to identify social science methods that are applied in transformation research projects and to
analyse their contribution to the goals, research foci and intended results of transformation research
as well as their relationship to the research approaches.
Next to our discussion of the specific contributions of methods as well as the identification of needs
and gaps in the way methods are applied in transformation research practice, we also formulate five
overarching discussion points for further advancing transformation research, which emerge from our
study and have been identified during our expert workshop (Wittmayer and Hölscher 2016). Overall,
the position of transformation research within the necessary societal learning processes for sustainability transformation needs to be fleshed out further. Such positioning relates to the contents and results of transformation research as well as its methods and the science system.
1. Further work on the definition of sustainability transformations is needed

To overcome the danger that transformation is used as a buzzword that loses its analytical and normative value, what ‘transformation’ precisely entails requires further definition, the identification of criteria to qualify transformative change, a concrete system focus as reference point and learning from
stories and narratives of transformation.
2. Further structuring transformation research

While transformation research brings different research fields and topics into a joint conversation and
might include a variety of results and impacts, there is a need to further structure potential outputs,
outcomes and impacts associated with transformation research to strengthen the perspective while
maintaining diversity in approaches and concepts.
3. Strengthening transformative research

While the foremost goals of transformation research are creating knowledge for sustainability transformation and achieving real-world impact, remaining issues and questions refer to how to adapt research approaches to specific goals as well as how to measure the (diffuse and potentially invisible)
results.
4. Engaging in reflexivity

As knowledge is uncertain and limited, a central challenge for transformation research is to boost reflexivity regarding the research process and its results – to ask critical questions about the normativity
inherent in approaching sustainability transformations as research object (as with any other research
object), ensure transparency about the epistemological assumptions of the researchers and critically
assess the research’s actual (intended and unintended) contribution to a societal sustainability transformation.
5. Transforming the science system
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Transformation research challenges the difference between research (as practice) and science (as system), as a transformation of research practice needs to be complemented by transformation of the science system, for example by changing funding structures, quality criteria and integrating considerations of sustainability and transformation more broadly in academic curricula.
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